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The emco entrance mat as a guidance system for the visually impaired
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Description
The emco guidance system for the visually impaired is tactile and 
comes in high-contrast colours with different profile heights and 
profiles that run longitudinally to the direction of traffic, enabling 
blind and visually impaired people to find doors, stairs, lifts etc. as well 
as providing orientation in larger areas. Ideal guidance with cleaning 
effect through the entrance to the building. The guidance system 
also draws attention to obstacles and possible dangers. The floor 
guidance system can also facilitate orientation for people with no 
visual impairment . Optionally available with textured ground surface 
indicators and painted aluminium profiles.
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Approx. height (mm) 22

Roll-over and drive-over 
capability:

Wheelchairs

Prams

Light shopping trolleys

hand trolleys

Standard profile clearance 
approx. (mm) 3 mm, rubber spacers

Connection With threaded rod

Max. width/profile length for 
individual section (mm): 3000

available in the following 
widths (mm)

205, 264, 322, 381, 440, 499, 558 (alle Angaben in 
mm)

Depth/walking depth for 
individual section (mm): 3000

Weight (kg/m²) 9,6

Mat divisions as per factory 
standards or customer 
specifications

As of a profile length of 3000 mm or a maximum 
mat weight of 45 kg

Support chassis

made of rigid aluminium with sound insulation 
underlay.  In the area of the tactile guidance 
system, the profiles are laid alternately in two 
heights. White and black aluminium profiles 
available.

Tread surface Recessed, robust, weather-proof, ribbed carpet 
strips.

Pile material 100% PP (polypropylene)

Colour fastness to artificial 
light ISO 105-B02 good 6

Colour fastness to rubbing 
ISO 105 X12 good 4

Colour fastness to water ISO 
105 E01 good 5

Suitable for:

Hotel
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Service and services

Construction site advice

Measured using laser measuring device on site.

Fitting and installation service

The product can be disposed of or recycled in an environmentally 
friendly way.

Accessories

emco installation frame 500: 500-25 AL Aluminium

emco installation frame 500: 500-25 CN Chrome-nickel steel (V2A)

emco installation frame 500: 500-25 MS Natural brass

Rubber underlay 1 mm: GU 1

Rubber underlay 3 mm: GU 3

Rubber underlay 5 mm: GU 5

Mat joining brackets: MV Supplied as standard with mats in several 
parts

Subject to technical modifications
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